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CONCENTRIC POWER CEO BRIAN CURTIS TALKS AT MICROGRID CALIFORNIA
Curtis to reveal insights about Concentric Power’s proven track record of intelligent, sustainable
microgrids for agriculture and food production in California
September 30, 2021 – Salinas, Calif. – Concentric Power Inc., an energy technology company deploying
intelligent microgrids throughout California, unveiled today that CEO Brian Curtis will be speaking at the
Microgrid California: Keeping the Power Flowing During Grid Disruption conference in Foster City on
October 5. As wildfires and grid instability persist throughout the state, communities, businesses and
institutions are left to overcome a common challenge: uncertainty about whether their power will stay
on. A microgrid expert and clean energy visionary, Curtis will address how the company’s intelligent
microgrids have become crucial to helping its customers solve those energy hurdles.
Joined by a panel of experts, Curtis will discuss real-world energy solutions centered around microgrids
for the agriculture and food industry. With one-third of U.S. vegetables and two-thirds of its fruits and
nuts produced in California, growers need reliable energy to power the growing, harvesting, storage and
distribution of crops. In the event of an outage, perishable product is lost along with production
downtimes, causing a ripple effect far beyond state lines. Intelligent microgrids designed, built and
managed by Concentric Power keep the power on during these disruptions.
“We’re paving the way so that our customers can achieve zero carbon electric power while meeting
their immediate needs today,” said Brian Curtis, CEO of Concentric Power. “Our number one goal is to
create the largest network of intelligent microgrids throughout the state, which will improve the
resiliency of the broader grid, benefiting all Californians and delivering energy independence.”
The panel, “Microgrids for Agriculture/Food Industry,” will take place from 11:20 a.m. to 12:20 p.m. on
Oct. 5 at the Microgrid California conference in Foster City, CA. To hear Curtis speak and learn more
about how microgrids are the path to a clean energy future, visit Microgrid California online.
About Concentric Power Inc.
With offices in Salinas, Campbell, and soon-to-be Gonzales and Bakersfield CA, Concentric Power Inc.
is an intelligent microgrid developer with a proven track record in agricultural, industrial and community
applications. The company’s patented Microgrid Controller technology manages the complete energy
mix including supply, load and cost management. With complete design, engineering, procurement,
construction, operations, finance and maintenance services, Concentric Power offers a scalable
solution for the 21st century grid.
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